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Learning Across Generations is supported by

the volunteer contributions of Northside

neighbors, grant funding, and fees from

participating partner schools. We will make

every effort to provide workshops to all

interested teachers and students, regardless

of ability to pay. 
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pricing
Individual Workshop (15-25 students) .......$100

These workshops usually are combined with tours

charged at a per student rate (see below).

 

Assembly-Style Workshop (large groups)...$150

 

Community Pillars Tour, Freedom Walk and other

historical tours ...................................$5 per student

 

The Story Studio Project (SSP) .......................$500

 

Listening Workshop for Educators ................$150

workshop overview



A   In this two-part workshop, students learn the

why’s, what’s and how’s of oral history and

engage in exercises to develop active listening

skills. Students will then apply their skills by

interviewing one of our Community Mentors,

Northside elders who lived through segregation

and the civil rights movement.                    

01 community

 
about

Learning Across Generations is a dynamic

curriculum designed to enable young people to take

up the legacy of Chapel Hill’s Northside community

and  invites students of all ages to learn the history

beneath their feet. 

This workshop for middle and high school

students takesa critical view of Chapel Hill’s

reputation as a liberal town by highlighting the

lives of African-Americans who fought for

equality and justice. Hidden Hill feature saudio

and visual sources and a spoken word

performance linking past and present.

03 oral history

What makes people rise up against injustice? In

this popular workshop, students hear the voices

of Northsiders who led the local Freedom

Movement, learn freedom songs, and design

freedom signs. In a follow-up field trip, students

visit sites where students planned sit-ins and

marches.

What is community? Northside’s vibrant history

centers on what many neighbors call the “four

pillars”: home, school, business and church.

Students hear stories about the community,

create a mural and have the opportunity to visit

Northside and experience first-hand the

abundance of community life.

02 freedom walk 

04 hidden hill

05 citizen/action

 

An innovative approach to cultivating community

leadership among diverse, local middle and high

school students, this 8-week workshop series

takes students on a journey sparked by the

stories of Chapel Hill’s civil rights movement.

Story Studio is designed to inspire students to

develop their own visions for social justice by

collaborating to create original works based on

photo and audio recording and editing.

 
At the core of our educational work is the

Community Mentor Team, a group of senior

educators  and civil rights leaders committed to

teaching by telling their life histories. Mentors

ignite interest in history and  make powerful

connections with students as they share

memories of struggle, resilience, and hope.

06 story studio 
project

Designed to introduce high school students to

current issues facing local communities of

color, this workshop (offered in 1-3 sessions)

focuses on the question: What does it mean to

be a citizen? Students meet community

activists  in Chapel Hill and have the opportunity

to visit an historically African-American

community in which activists live and work for

social justice.
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